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Good day. My name is Décio Coutinho Portela and I read about this space yesterday, on page 
3 of the newspaper “Público”. I am concerned about Portugal because the anti-smoking 
legislation is being deferred and, according to many sources, a relaxation of the restrictions is 
in preparation, which means that things in Portugal will go the same way as in Spain. And 
allowing establishments to choose whether to ban or not clearly amounts to taking the easy 
way out. By all appearances, Portugal is heading down the same road! All we need to do is 
follow the example set by civil aviation, which completely banned smoking - this hasn’t 
stopped people from travelling by plane. They only have to follow new rules! This bizarre 
idea of bringing in separate smoking and non-smoking sections is absurd! It’s only logical 
that no establishment will use negative pressure to isolate the smoking section. At the most it 
will be a partition that doesn’t even reach the ceiling! this was one of the original solutions I 
saw in Spain after the new anti-smoking legislation came in! it's really ridiculous!! The 
European Commission should follow the example set in Ireland where the law was really well 
drafted and better applied. I hope the European Commission puts even more pressure on the 
states that are “in breach” to implement measures as Ireland has done, at least. 
Thank you for this opportunity to speak out about a subject that is particularly close to my 
heart. Please let me know when you receive this mail. Thank you.  
Décio Coutinho Portela. 
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